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Webroster.net Version 4.5.0 Webinar Q&A 
 

Q) Is the variance code new? 
A) Yes, you can create these in Setup – Time and Attendance 

Q) Only super users on our account can use the Alerts system, is it possible to give 
access to lower level users? 
A) Yes – this is controlled by a mixture of settings in Setup – Groups and Setup – 
Users 

Q) Even our super user accounts do not have this "Reconciliation" link along the top. 
Is this right? 
A) Reconciliation will not show on the live system until 20 November, when it is 
released. 

Q) Is it possible to practise with this in our test systems? 
A) Our test system is not the same as the developers test system. I’m sorry but there 
will be no advance preview of the system.  

Q) What does the blue star indicate? 
A) The blue star is a log in/out that was done in an insecure manner such as using 
manually input client ID or telephone number instead of scanning an NFC tag or 
Barcode. 

Q) What is the purpose of assigning alerts?  
A) This is for when more than one person is dealing with alerts to help prevent two 
people acting on the same alert. 

Q) If verification of timesheets is completed without a real time will it default to 
planned time? 
A) Yes 

Q) If the "generate notification out alerts" is not ticked is it still possible to reconcile a 
timesheet to an unmatched checkout? 
A) Yes.  These are two different functions now.  The generate notification out alerts 
tick box controls alerts on the Alerts screen.  The reconciling unmatched with a 
timesheet takes place on the Reconciliation screen. 

Q) Will our system automatically update with the new version? 
A) Yes 
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Q) What time will the update occur? 
 A) 6am on 20 November with up to 1 hour of intermittent service during the upgrade. 

Q) Will we not need to make some changes in the alert manager before going live? 
A) Your settings will be as they are now, but you should review them on the 20 
November to use some of the additional functions.  See the set-up video for more 
information. 

Q) On the old alert manager, we have the ability to send a Bee message to staff. Will 
we still have this option? 
A) Bee messages can still be sent to staff from various locations in Webroster.net 
however you will not be able to send a message directly from the alert.  We plan to 
add this back into the system in a near-future update. 

Q) When will the videos be available? 
A) Here are the links to the videos: 

• Alert Manager 
• Reconciliation Manager 
• Alert Manager and Reconciliation Set Up  

Q) Regarding verification of timesheets - if you have only one real time i.e. just a 
check-in or a checkout, but not both, does the system revert to the planned time? 
A) Yes, it will as it has no other time to use.  This is why you should consider your 
actions carefully if you only have one alert.  Only dealing with one real time could 
also affect your reporting. 

Q) Are we going to go through time critical visits for Webroster and Bee? 
A) Time critical visits can be selected when creating each requirement.  They then 
show in the Alerts and Reconciliation manager screens as an icon. They will also 
show against the visit in Bee.  
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Q) How does that show on Bee? Can the carers see this? 
A) As above – please note, this will require carers to update their Bee app to the new 
version being released alongside Webroster.net on 20 November. 

Q) It would be useful to have subtitles - most of our machines do not have speakers/ 
they are very quiet so having the text on screen would allow staff to understand what 
they are viewing 
A) Thank you for your suggestion, we will look into this for the future. 

Q) What is the purpose of this elaborated alert clearing process? 
A) The aim of this release is to streamline the process and make it clearer for users 
as to what state alerts and timesheets are in.  Alert management and timesheet 
reconciliation can be separated out as processes if needed, or you can work from 
one screen or another as suits your processes best. 

Q) Is there a suggested matches option in the Alert Manager? 
A) Suggested Matches has been removed from Alert Manager.  The automatic 
matching processes have been greatly improved when using Bee as the system 
knows which visit has been selected by the care worker.  This should result in much 
less manual matching required, if any at all.  Matching in Reconciliation is helped by 
using the filters per client and or staff member and then ordering the times. 

Q) Will actioned alerts be cleared off the alert manager or will they continue to sit 
there? 
A) They will continue to sit there so you can find them again if required, however it is 
defaulted not to show once actioned. 
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Q) Is it set by default to automatically use? 
A) I am unsure what is being asked here.  If the question is whether the new alert 
manager is optional – no. All companies will have to use new alert manager from 
release day. 

Q) Does real time affect how much the staff member would get paid? 
A) Potentially, this depends upon your system settings and you default payment 
choices. 

Q) Will this eliminate the unverified timesheet page? 
A) No that is still there and has its uses, however most functions can be done from 
the Reconciliation page. 

Q) Do you have to accept the alerts and then go through to the reconciliation tab to 
action anything to do with them? 
A) Depending on your user permissions it is possible to add real times to timesheets 
while actioning an alert in Alerts page, or action alerts from the timesheet in 
Reconciliation page. 

Q) Is rostering speaking to the timesheet or reconciliation, meaning if a staff member 
is taken out after the timesheet was generated, will this be removed? 
A) You have the option to update the timesheet from the booking if you have 
changed the staff member attending short notice.  If you have not done that you can 
change the timesheet line either in the timesheets screen or in the reconciliation 
screen. 

Q) I presume that the Bee app update will be mandatory. 
A) Bee updates are usually optional and current Bee versions will continue to send 
real times to Webroster.net as usual on release day; however, carers’ Bee apps will 
need to be updated in order to use the new functionality. 

Q) Will we have to use reconciliation tab? Or is this optional? 
A) It is optional, but we would recommend it for correct planned versus real reporting 
and for more actuate financial management especially if you are paying or changing 
on real-time. 

Q) Can you just amend the timesheet in the timesheet tabs, which we do now? 
instead of using the reconciliation tab? 
Yes, however real times cannot be edited in the timesheets tab. 
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Q) Just to confirm in the alert tab we can match and accept the alerts which will then 
create timesheets? 
A) No. Alerts in the Alerts page are linked to timesheets created by the system but 
do not create a timesheet themselves. Depending on permissions, Missed Check- 
In/Out alerts have the option to insert a real time manually however matching is only 
done on the Reconciliation page.  You can create timesheets from matching in the 
Reconciliation page.  The automatic matching processes have been greatly 
improved when using Bee as the system knows which visit has been selected by the 
care worker.  This should result in much less manual matching required, if any at all. 

Q) Why assign first? 
This is optional but advised if more than one person is dealing with Alerts. 

Q) How will the reconciliation manager affect the timesheet extract with the unders 
and overs? Will these appear on the extract? 
Under and Over Duration indicators are included on the export on the Reconciliation 
page.  Timesheet Extract has had several improvements in the upcoming release, 
and we are happy to consider extracting additional data in future releases if feedback 
indicates it would be useful. 
 


